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Following publication of the original article \[[@CR1]\], an error was identified in the Design section under Methods. A sentence "(3) Integration of the HSSR strategy within the health system" is placed in the wrong place. It should be placed next to "(2) Development of the CHSSR-S strategy" instead of "3. Evaluation -- what are the outcomes resulting from this care?".

The updated paragraphs are given below and the changes have been highlighted in **bold typeface**.

Design

Development of the Children's Health Service and System Research Strategy (CHSSR-S) was informed by an inductive, bottom-up, participatory systems approach. This conceptual approach intended to place clinical, research and system leadership at the forefront of designing and implementing the CHSSR-S \[16, 17\]. This study was conducted across three key phases that were underpinned by our conceptual approach (see Fig. 1 for an overview of the purpose, participants and methodology of each phase): *Identifying the current state of HSSR within the health systemDevelopment of the CHSSR-S strategy****Integration of the HSSR strategy within the health system***

The overall structure and content of the CHSSR-S was aligned with three interrelated dimensions of care relevant to HSSR \[10\]: Decision-making -- what is the best care to provide?Implementation -- how can we best provide this care?Evaluation -- what are the outcomes resulting from this care?

The original article \[[@CR1]\] has been corrected.
